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About This Content

In the only remaining human city of Bezoar, Major Fletcher, an Army Combat Veteran and soldier of the CLN, is dragged into
a conflict between two of mankind's greatest enemies. He is to discover that nothing is what it seems to be.

Hard Reset is an action-packed, single-player shooter for the PC. With over-the-top destruction, loads of enemies, great weapon
variety and a beautifully realized cyberpunk setting, Hard Reset is sure to shake up the shooter scene.

Hard Reset: Exile continues the original story.
Follow Major Fletcher into the Barrens - dangerous lands beyond the last human city of Bezoar, where our hero will meet new

foes and make new friends. Get ready for more machine madness!

Key Features:

A haunting cyberpunk / dark sci-fi setting

Fast-paced, old-school shooter gameplay

Hordes of enemies to destroy

Epic boss fights
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A deep, experience-based weapon upgrade system

High-fidelity graphics with full dynamic lighting

Extensive use of physics and dynamic environments

Hard Reset: Exile features:

Five new levels outside Bezoar

Four new enemy types

New boss fight

Two new survival maps

Additional achievements

Hard Reset: Exile is Free to owners of Hard Reset.
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Title: Hard Reset: Exile DLC
Genre: Action
Developer:
Flying Wild Hog
Publisher:
Good Shepherd Entertainment
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

 Minimum

OS: XP/Vista/7

Processor: 2.5 GHz Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon 64

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space:  4 GB free hard drive space

Video Card: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 8800GS / ATI Radeon HD 3870 or better

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: DirectX Compatible

English,Czech,German,Japanese,Polish
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Why is there free DLC. Thats not how DLC works.. Shear AWESOMENESS !! Graphics are Outstanding, and the Game-play
is intense !!. Who in the heck names a city after rocks that form inside your butt.

No but seriously the game isn't that good, just read my main review, same criticisms apply.

5\/10. + Fun gameplay
+ Fun weapons
- Incomprehensible story arc. I only know I'm here to destroy the machines before they destroy me. Beyond that, no idea.. Hard
Reset: Exile DLC
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.49 Or Less During Sale. Great game... and now with free DLC..what?!. While the main
game had 7 levels, this free DLC bought that up to 12. The original Bezoar levels depicted a dystopian cityscape with a robot
incursion, but in this DLC you will be exploring the barren plains outside, taking the fight to the robots as you unravel a lot more
at stake than what it initially seems.

The storyline is a direct continuation from the main game, complete with its own cut-scenes and a new type of menace, the
airborne drones. You can expect a good build up along the way, along with more questions than answers in regards to the plot,
plus a suitable wrap up with a climatic boss fight.

You will need to install this DLC if you wish to complete the storyline or achievements, but since this DLC is completely free, I
can hardly think of a reason not to get it. Good going by the developers in releasing this for free, more studios should follow in
their example on how to treat their customers.. I hate payable DLCs. But this one is free! And it adds great stuff, too!. Excellent
shooting gaming, short but fun.. Gives much welcome extra length and content.
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Love the game.. If you haven't played this yet and you like old school style shooters then you might want to give this a
look,Although its very basic its lots of fun, think Serious Sam in a cyberpunk city and your get the Idea. Also the dev has been
great first he give a free upgrade to the extended edition and now the Exile DLC is free of charge.. Fast, fun and very enjoyable
little old-school shooter. It is a little short and the graphics can sometimes be a little confusing (sometimes it's hard to distinguish
between the blinky lights of a terminal and the almost identical blinky lights of a psychotic kill-droid...) but they hold up pretty
well considering it's 3 years old. It also has quite a nice self-aware sense of humour about itself too. Well worth checking out..
you can beat this game in about 6 hours on easy

I did hard but it took like 2 days

graphics are candy to the eyes. Very nice game.... A very good techno-punk game!. EXILE VILIFY? Free DLC for me.
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